For the best possible drawings read the following information carefully before you begin...

**What's in the box?**

- a Main unit
- b Cross bar containing the viewer with large triangular and small rectangular mirrors
- c Eyepiece
- d Eyepiece cover
- e Side arms x2
- f Picture support
- g Picture clips x2
- h End caps x2
- i Carry handle
- j 2 pictures to copy
- k Blank paper

1. Start by folding out the 2 feet on the base of the main unit.
2. Click the eyepiece into the hole on the front of the viewer. The eyepiece can be clipped facing the right or the left. Choose the position you prefer when you start to draw.
   - If you wear glasses, you will need to keep them on whilst drawing with SuperGraph. If you have trouble viewing comfortably with both eyes, you can place the eyepiece cover over either the left or right eye hole (as shown below).

**Tips:**
- **Take a break if your eyes become strained.**
- **Remember!** Peel off the clear plastic protective film that covers the front of both the small rectangular and large triangular mirrors.

3. Place the two side arms onto the ends of the cross bar. Note: there is a lug on the top of each end of the cross bar that must line up with the groove on the top of each side arm. The hollow sides of each side arm should face each other.
4. Slot both side arms into the holes on the main unit. Make sure they slot all the way in. Note: the holes in the main unit are shaped so that the side arms will only fit in the correct direction i.e. with the large mirror side of the cross bar positioned towards the bottom of the unit.

5. Push and twist the two picture clips into the flat side of the picture support. Place them in the position shown for A4 size pictures and move them to the lower positions for smaller pictures.
6. Finally slide the picture support into the two slots on the back of the main unit. Now you are ready to draw...
Let’s start drawing!

**Stage 1** - Find a comfortable position to draw with your SuperGraph unit.

TIP! Your eyes should be at the exact same height as the eyepiece.

**Stage 2** - Place a piece of A4 drawing paper into position by clipping its corners under the four clips on the main unit.

**Stage 3** - Place an image onto the picture support. Move the picture clips if necessary to hold it in place.

**Stage 4** - If you wish to draw a portrait, a distant or still life object, remove the picture support. You may need to lower the feet or even wedge books/magazines underneath the feet in order to get the correct angle to be able to see your object through the eyepiece.

**Stage 5** - When looking through the eyepiece, you will magically see the drawing paper and a ghosted image of the item you want to draw. These will appear on top of each other. When you place your hand into the drawing area, it also appears as a ghosted image. Now you will be able to see your hand, the drawing paper and an image of the item you are drawing all together. To start drawing, simply push your pen onto the drawing paper as you trace around the outlines of the picture.

TIP! If you have trouble seeing your image, try changing the position of the unit or the object. In order to keep perfect focus whilst drawing, be careful not to move the unit, your model or your paper. Always hold your head in the same position.

Storing and transporting your SuperGraph unit.

A great feature of your SuperGraph unit is that all the pieces store in the base of the main unit which allows you to take it anywhere.

To pack your SuperGraph unit away, start by unclipping the picture support, the two side supports, the eyepiece and the cross bar.

**Stage 1** - Fold down the two feet and place the cross bar section (large mirror down) in the position shown.

**Stage 2** - Place the eyepiece into the bottom right hand corner.

**Stage 3** - Place the two side arms into the clips across the unit.

TIP! Make sure the upper arm goes underneath the small mirror.

**Stage 4** - Finally place the picture support (picture clip side down) in the position shown. There are four retaining clips in the positions shown, which will secure everything in place.

Now your SuperGraph is ready to be carried anywhere you like.
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